Dr. Rajesh Kumar, Associate Professor

Areas of Specialization/Interest: Media Studies & Electronic Media Production, Political economy of communication, Media economics, Communication for development & social change, Mass media and society

Mr. Nitin Kumar, Assistant Professor

Areas of Specialization/Interest: Television and Video Production, Radio Broadcasting and Photography, Television Broadcasting and New Media

Ms. Rashi Mishra, Assistant Professor

Areas of Specialization/Interest: Science Communication, Print Media and Film Appreciation, Science/Environmental Communication
Ms. Karuna Sharma, Assistant Professor

**Areas of Specialization/Interest:** Development Communication and Film Studies, Children’s Cinema and Development Communication

Ms. Aabshar Abbasi, Assistant Professor

**Areas of Specialization/Interest:** Journalism (Print & Electronic media), Mass communication theories, Media ethics, Media and society

Ms. Juhee Prasad, Assistant Professor

**Areas of Specialization/Interest:** Photography, Video Production, Radio Production, Cinema Studies
Visiting Professor

Dr. Harsh Dobhal

Areas of Specialization/Interest: International Journalism, Print Media, Press Freedom and Communication Rights, Civil Society and Media, Sociology of Mass Media, Development Communication, International Affairs and Global Communication, Intercultural Communication

Contractual Faculty

Mukesh Chandra Devrari, Assistant Professor

Guest Faculty

Ms. Ishani Ghoshal

Ms. Jaskiran Chopra